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BOARD Basics 

A Technical Introduction for Express developers 

Technical Overview 

BOARD is an integrated multi-dimensional toolkit designed to enable the development of applications for which a 

multi-dimensional approach is suited. The toolkit approach means that BOARD is equally adept at supporting BI, 

CPM, Operational Planning and heavy duty modelling applications. 

BOARD has been in existence since 1994 and it has an undocumented link to IRI/Oracle Express that is clear to 

anyone familiar with the history of those products. In particular it adopts the pure multi-cube approach familiar to 

users of Express. The biggest difference is the approach to hierarchies and aggregations. It does not use the 

embedded member hierarchy approach adopted in Express, instead it uses an aggregate cube approach. Again this 

is a model familiar to anyone who used Express prior to the development of the ‘Rollup’ and ‘Aggregate’ methods 

(Versions 2.5 and earlier). For example a basic cube may have the dimensions: Store-Product-Day, and aggregate 

cubes of: Store-Product Group-Day & Store-Product Group-Week etc. 

At some point in the past BOARD decided to develop their own database technology. This has recently undergone a 

major upgrade and is now a class leading in-memory multi-dimensional solution. One of the factors that sets it 

apart from its competitors is the fact that it supports full multi-RW capability. The database engine support MOLAP, 

ROLAP and HOLAP cubes. 

BOARD has been built using the whole stack of Microsoft development tools and protocols based on .Net. It has a 

single interface to support the development and maintenance of databases and front end analytic screens. The 

interface utilizes the latest Ribbon menu approach in a natural and intuitive fashion. 

The database can be accessed using a variety of tools: 

• Conventional Windows client via ‘Capsules’ which is the BOARD term for a file containing a one or more 

screens for analysis, data input or process management. 

• Browser client (requires MS Silverlight) 

• Office Add-in (Excel, Word & PowerPoint) 

• Mobile Client (iPad & Windows tablets) 

• SharePoint integration 

• Web Services 
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Database 

Database Development – Basic screen information 
As shown in many screenshots in this document, BOARD employs a ribbon interface for all aspects of database and 

Capsule development. 

This screenshot shows the ribbon used for Database development: 

 

This Ribbon is accessed from the ‘Database’ tab. In the section on the User Interface the Ribbon for the ‘Home’ tab 

will be described. 

The following sections describe the various elements that make up the process of Database building and 

development. The 3 basic building blocks are: 

• Entities 

• Relationships 

• Cubes 

These are supported by 

• Data Loading (ASCII, SQL/ODBC, MDX & SAP) 

• Rules (inter entity member calculations) 

• Procedures (logic based data processing and calculation) 

 

Entities 
The term ‘Entity’ is synonymous with the name ‘Dimension’ in Express 
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Many of the columns on this screen will be familiar from the Express data model. The odd one out is the column 

headed ‘Max Item Nr’. BOARD requires that the developer specifies the approximate number of values that the 

entity will contain. Note the column labelled ‘Phisical Name’ [sic] shows that the Entity name displayed in the 

application is just a label, the underlying entity has the physical name shown, again a concept familiar from some 

Express applications. The same applies to all BOARD objects, though the internal name is not always exposed. 

The ‘In Use’ column indicates entities that are used in the definition of a stored cube version (Cube Versions will be 

described below) 

The ‘Members’ column allows the manual creation and editing of entity members. Normally entity members are 

populated using datareaders, described in a later section. 

BOARD supports a crude version of a ‘Rollup’ hierarchy with embedded parent members, however it is of little 

practical value (read as ‘useless’). 

 

Relationships 
As BOARD does not support embedded member hierarchies, the question is how does it handle hierarchies? It uses a 

very purist ‘Entity-Relationship’ approach by defining relationships between the entities defined in the screen 

shown above. 

The relationships can be maintained through a tabular approach or via a ‘drag and drop’ linking mechanism. 

However the links are made, the following screen shows the results. 
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Looking at the ‘Customer’ Relationships we can see that there are essentially 5 defined hierarchies:  

(reading from bottom to top) 

• Customer – Channel 

• Customer – Salesman 

• Customer – Zone – Region 

• Customer – Zone – Type of Zone 

• Customer – Sort of Incomes 

The relationships in these are all ‘one to many’ relationship. 

Note: by implication these are all level based hierarchies. Explicit support for value based hierarchies is essentially 

non-existent, however these can be created by artificially ‘levelling’ the structure – less than ideal. 
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One of the advantages of this approach is that BOARD supports ‘many-to-many’ hierarchies as well, and ‘on-the-fly’ 

end user defined hierarchies. From the above Customer example there is an implied many-to-many relationship 

between Channel and Salesman (also between Channel-Zone, Salesman-Zone, etc.). End users have the ability in an 

analysis screen to combine any entities together in a ‘drill-down hierarchy’ where the entities come from within an 

entity ‘tree’ as shown here, or are independent entities. For example the above screenshot also shows an entity 

‘tree’ based on the Product entity. Suppose that there is a Sales cube with dimensions of <Day, Customer, Product> 

then a user could create views with the following drill-down hierarchies: (top to bottom) 

• Zone – Channel – Product Group – Product 

• Division – Salesman – Customer 

• Product Class - Region – Customer 

• Product Class – Customer - Region 

• Etc…. 

Note: this is a level of flexibility that is very difficult to replicate in Express, or any product, where embedded total 

members are used. 

Note: BOARD can resolve the many-to-many relationships that are implied. E.g. if salesmen sell in several zones 

and each zone has several salesmen, then there is a many-to-many relationship between the Salesman and Zone 

entities. In a drill down on a view using Zone-Salesman as the path, an individual Salesman entity member may 

appear under one or more Zone entity members. Similarly if the drill down is inverted as Salesman-Zone, a Zone 

entity member may appear under one or more Salesman entity members. 

In conclusion, whilst the lack of ‘value based’ hierarchies is a disadvantage, the flexibility of the entity-relationship 

approach saves many hours of creating alternative ‘hard-coded’ drill down paths required by the embedded parent-

child relationship approach used by Express. 

Relationships between entity members in related entities can be created and maintained manually, however it is 

normal to maintain these through datareaders. 

Relationships in Express Terms 
Looking at the following relationships described above: 

• Customer – Zone – Region 

• Customer – Zone – Type of Zone 

The following explains in Express terms what BOARD does ‘behind the scenes’, i.e. in a way that is transparent to 

the user. BOARD defines the following relationship: (using Express syntax) 

Define Zone_Cust relationship zone <Customer> 

Define Region_Zone relationship Region <Zone> 

Define Region_Cust relationship Region <Customer> 

Define ZoneType_Zone relationship Type_of_Zone <Zon e> 

Define ZoneType_Cust relationship Type_of_Zone <Cus tomer> 

Note that BOARD defines all the relationships between the entities along a particular hierarchy branch. When 

displaying screens or making selections this enables BOARD to quickly jump from the top of a hierarchy to the leaf 

level without having to traverse the hierarchy. 

Cubes 
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BOARD adopts a pure multicube approach in a similar manner to Express. Like Express it is perfectly possible to 

create hypercubes too simply by creating on or more ‘measure’ entities and incorporating these in the definition of 

a cube. 

The following screen shows the basic cube information screen. Each cube has further information about its 

definition shown in a later screenshot. 

 

As with entities, note that each cube has a ‘physical name’ that is independent of the name visible to end users. 

The MDB/RDB column shows whether the cube is stored as a multi-dimensional cube or is a ROLAP cube (cubes can 

be a combination of both). 

The ‘Type’ column shows some (not all) the different cube types available. Many of these are familiar from 

Express. However BOARD also support ‘BLOB’ cubes, in the above screenshot the ‘Picture’, ‘Excel’ and ‘Pdf’ cubes 

all store binary files in a multi-dimensional cube. This is an extremely powerful and useful feature. 

The ‘versions’ column is important and will be covered next. 

Example 1 – Single Version Cube 
This screenshot shows a sample definition screen for a new cube: 
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This is a very simple cube definition that is equivalent to this Express cube: 

Define New_Cube variable single <Month, Customer, P roduct> 

Note that the above screen shows all the entities in the relationship trees shown earlier (Time was not shown in the 

earlier screenshot). 

Using this cube it is possible to report on any of the combinations described in the earlier section on relationships. 

For example a report can be created based on Zone, Product Class and Quarter. BOARD will perform the necessary 

aggregations at run time. This is the equivalent to Express performing the same aggregations in a ‘Report’ 

command. It could also be seen as the equivalent to having the following Express formula (based on this example) 

Define New_Cube_Formula formula single <Quarter, Zo ne, Product Class> 

Eq total(New_Cube, Quarter, Zone, Product Class)  

 

Example 2 – Multi-Version Cube 
As with Express it is not necessary to define all the different combinations of formulae, however some aggregation 

combinations may be used frequently and have a significant performance overhead. Consider the following Express 

formula definition: 

Define New_Cube_Formula_2 formula single <Year, Cha nnel, Division> 
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Eq total(New_Cube, Quarter, Channel, Division)  

If the Channel and Division entities are highly aggregated this formula may not perform well (both in Express and in 

BOARD). In Express the alternative would be to define another cube to store this data instead of relying on a 

formula. E.g.  

Define New_Cube_2 variable single <Year, Channel, D ivision> 

(This method of creating aggregate cubes used to be common in older versions of Express). The problem with this 

approach in Express, is the requirement to manually define any such cubes that are required, and then in ensuring 

that they are kept synchronized with the ‘source’ cube containing the least aggregate data. 

BOARD handles this automatically. The following screen shows the equivalent situation to that described above: 

 

The more aggregate ‘cube’ has been created by defining another ‘Version’ of the base cube. BOARD keeps the data 

in this version synchronized with the data in the detailed version 1.  

NOTE: the use of ‘Version 2’ is totally transparent to the end user. For example if a user were to create a report 

showing the ‘New Cube’ data by Channel and Division on rows and columns, and by Year as the page, BOARD would 

automatically work out that the requirement could be best met by using ‘Version 2’ not ‘Version 1’. 

Example 3 – Multi-Version Cube with Sparsity 
This example shows the same cube as before, introducing Sparsity. BOARD handles sparsity in almost exactly the 

same way as Express. 
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In Version 1 of the cube Customer and Product have been set as being in a sparse relationship. This is equivalent to 

this definition in Express: 

Define New_Cube variable single <Month, <Customer, Product>>  

In Express this would result in automatic definition of a system named and controlled composite dimension. BOARD 

does exactly the same thing. 

Note that in the above example Version 2 is still defined with ‘dense’ dimensions as the Channel and Division 

dimensions are only small and the combinations of them are densely populated. 

As with Express this can help to keep cubes of a manageable size and improve performance. 

Data Readers 
Although BOARD can support several different methods for loading data the most common are: 

• ASCII – CSV and Fixed Width text files 

• SQL – using ODBC connection to any supported database (including ODBC connections to flat files, Excel 

spreadsheets etc..) 

ASCII Data Reader List 
The following screenshot shows an example of the screen listing available datareaders in a particular database: 
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Most of the setting seen here should be self-explanatory. 

The ETL column will be explained later. 

The following screenshot shows the details of one of the datareaders shown above. (3rd in the list) 

Sample ASCII Reader 
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This is the data reader for a Tab separated CSV file whose first row contains field header names. 

The building of data readers is straight forward. BOARD database objects are listed in the large panel on the right, 

headed ‘MDB’. Ticking the box to the right of an object name puts the object in the large panel headed ‘Main’ on 

the left. Then fields are dragged from the sample record shown at the bottom, onto the appropriate BOARD object 

in the ‘Main’ panel. For example the first object in the ‘Main’ panel is the BOARD code for an entity call ‘Entities’, 

this has been mapped to the field called ‘Idx’ in the ASCII file. 

Fixed width data readers are defined in a similar manner using start and width values for within a data record. 

Both approaches can be seen as very similar to the Express ‘Fileread’/’Fileview’ commands. 

ETL 
The way in which ETL is implemented in BOARD is similar to the method found in many Express datareaders. BOARD 

reads a record into a buffer, implements any required transformations, then writes the transformed data into the 

appropriate BOARD object. 

ETL rules are defined using a spreadsheet like environment that utilizes most Excel transformation and 

manipulations functions. This is a sample ETL: 

 

• Columns A & B show the BOARD object type and name for the each field.  

• Column C shows the input data in the buffer.  

• Column D currently shows the formula that will define the output to the BOARD object. 

• Columns E-G can be used to perform transformations to the input from Column C. 

This view shows the results of the above formula for one record from the input file: 
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For example, note that the formula in D3 prefixes the value in C3 with the characters ‘E_’ then pads the value with 

a number of 0s so that the result is a 6 digit number. 

Whilst this seems quite a simplistic approach it lends itself to very complex transformations. 

 

SQL/ODBC Data Reader List 
The following screenshot shows an example of the screen listing available datareaders in a particular database: 

 

As with the ASCII Reader list the heading are self-explanatory. The following screenshot shows the details of the 

highlighted data reader shown above. 

Sample SQL Data Reader 
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This is the data reader linked to an ODBC connection with the name ‘OracleOLAPTrain’ (a version of the Oracle 

OLAP training database in MSAccess). 

The building of data readers is straight forward. BOARD database objects are listed in the large panel on the right, 

headed ‘MDB’. Ticking the box to the right of an object name puts the object in the large panel headed ‘Main’ on 

the left.  

Next to the ‘MDB’ tab is a tab labelled ‘RDB’. Clicking on this lists the available tables in the database associated 

with the ODBC connection. As shown below: 
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A click on the required table, or tables, places the table in the centre panel on the left (the ‘Sales_fact’ table is 

shown above). 

Then fields are dragged from the table definition, onto the appropriate BOARD object in the ‘Main’ panel. For 

example the first object in the ‘Main’ panel is the BOARD code for the ‘Day’ entity, this has been mapped to the 

‘Day’ field in the ‘Sales_fact’ table. 

BOARD automatically generates the required SQL syntax shown in the box at the bottom left. 

Table joins are supported, via the ‘Join’ tab shown above. Conditions are supported via the ‘Where’ tab shown 

above. It is also possible to rewrite the generated SQL by overtyping the ‘SQL Field’ column in the ‘Main’ tab. 

Alternatively you can write any SQL you like by clicking on the ‘Manual’ tab where the generated SQL is displayed. 

As long as the manual SQL returns fields in the correct order for the BOARD objects specified in the list, and the 

datatypes match the mapped BOARD objects correctly, then any SQL should work. This is useful when querying 

large complex database where BOARD may generate inefficient SQL. 

Note that there is also a ‘Browse’ button, this allows the developer to browse the first 300 records to ensure the 

query is returning the correct data. 

ETL definitions work with SQL in exactly the same way as for ASCII datareaders. 

Rules 
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Rules are the equivalent to the Express Model object. Their calculation abilities are limited compared to Express. 

The following screenshot shows a typical simple P&L Rule. 

 

There are some sophisticated capabilities not immediately obvious. However there is no equivalent to the ability in 

Express to embed virtually any Express function into a line calculation. 

Rules in BOARD do have some unique features. The above rule can be used to calculate and store the calculated 

lines in a cube. Alternatively the rule can be applied dynamically to a user view of a cube in which the calculated 

lines are not stored, the results being calculated at run time. Couple this with the ability to turn any view into a 

‘data entry’ view creates the ability to have a dynamically calculated P&L, for example on a Budget cube. 

Procedures 
Procedures in BOARD are effectively the equivalent of Programs in Express. Although BOARD claims to be a 

‘programming free’ environment, in reality is isn’t. Procedures are Programs, it’s just that you don’t have write 

any code, it is all point-and-click coupled with configuration options. In effect they have created lots of 

configurable ‘code blocks’ that can be assembled into complete programs. It’s clever, and once you are used to it, 

very effective and quick. 

Sample Procedure 
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The above screenshot shows the first 15 steps in a procedure. The following lists all the steps with their Express 

equivalents 

Step BOARD Express 

Heading INITIALISE Program label -  INITIALISE:  

1 Save Current Selection : Startproc Pushlevel ‘Startproc’ 
2 Reset to all : Reset whole selection Allstat 
3 Clear Cube : Division Counter Division_Counter = na 
4 Clear Cube : Division Marker Division_Marker = na 
5 Refresh Screen No equivalent – interaction with screen display 

6 Export a layout to ASCII Fileput/’Rpr’ to outfile/’Row’ to outfile 

7 ASCII Data Read File reader – call to Express file read program 
In Express steps 6 & 7 would be performed with the 
command : 
Division_Counter = statrank(Division_Counter)  

8 Goto NEXT ITEM Goto NEXTITEM 
Heading NEXT ITEM Program label – NEXTITEM: 
9 Dataflow : Division Marker = c Division_Marker = if Division_Counter eq 1 

then 1 else 0) 
10 Refresh Screen No equivalent – interaction with screen display 

11 Select entity based on cube : Select 
Division based on Division Marker 

Limit Division to Division_Marker ne na 

12 Wait : 0.01 mins Sleep 1 
13 Remove Selection : Division Limit Division to all 
14 Dataflow : Division Marker = c Division_Marker = if Division_Counter gt 0 

then Division_Counter-1 else 0 
15 Dataflow : Division Counter = b Division_Counter = Division_Marker  

 
(Note steps 14 & 15 can be done in 1 step in Express: 
Division_Counter = if Division_Counter gt 0 
then Division_Counter-1 else 0 )  
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16 If then else : If Division counter = 0 
then ‘goto EXIT’ else ‘goto NEXT 
ITEM’ 

If Division_Counter = 0 then goto EXIT else 
goto NEXTITEM 

Heading EXIT Program label – EXIT:  

17 Refresh Screen No equivalent – interaction with screen display 

18 Restore Selection : Startproc Poplevel ‘Startproc’ 
 

Note: Study of the above procedure will reveal that it implements a form or ‘while’ looping condition using 

convoluted ‘if then else’ and ‘goto’ branch logic. This is because BOARD has no native support for ‘While’ or ‘For’ 

programming loops. � 

Other than that it should be clear that BOARD procedures have a lot in common with writing Express programs, 

however creating them is very fast compared to hand coding Express. Using configurable code actions eliminates 

syntax errors leaving logic errors as the only problem to be resolved. 

BOARD has full debugging functionality that is very similar to Express. It is possible to set multiple breakpoints at 

which you can inspect the current status or a current datavalue. As with Express these can be changed if required, 

before continuing the procedure. 

Procedure Actions 
The following screenshot shows the Procedure action configuration dialog. This is used to set the action for each 

procedure step. 

 

The following sections give a brief overview of the actions available on each tab. 

Goto 

As shown above. Goto actions perform procedure branching logic, e.g. If-Then-Else as used in the sample above. 
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Select 

Select entity values, equivalent to functionality of one or more Express ‘Limit’ commands, plus ‘Reset’ actions. 

Layout 

Allows the injection of a selection made in a procedure (using one or more ‘Select’ actions) into a section of an 

‘on-screen’ view of data. 

Process 

Data flow, the equivalent of  

Cube = Expression 

In Express. 

Also clearing cubes (‘cube = na’) or emptying dimensions (‘delete all’) 

Reporting 

Automated extracts of data; printing, export to MSOffice documents, broadcasting (email) screens or documents to 

users. 

Launch 

Call another procedure, run a server side OS command or run a client side OS command. 

Data Read 

Run an ASCII, SQL or SAP data reader. 

Extract 

Extract database objects to text file, e.g. entity values, relationship settings, cubes or developer specified data 

extract (=rpr/row/fileput with expressions) 

Advanced 

Database maintenance actions, lock/unlock database, backup, restore etc. 

Federator 

Automated load from MDX compliant database (MS Analysis Services, SAP BW) 

DataMart 

Splits a database along a particular entity and created sub databases, e.g. Splitting a DB with 3 Divisions by 

Division, would create 1 DB per Division each containing just the data for that Division. 

More 

Odds and Sods – e.g. wait, show messages etc. 
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Time Range 
BOARD supports many time functions out of the box. This results from its use of a standard time structure, which 

includes the ability to customize for specific requirements, e.g. retail weeks etc.. 

The following screenshot shows the basic set up: 

 

Time entities are automatically created and all relationships set based on the selections made in here. These can 

be changed at a later date and will have immediate effect, e.g. ‘weeks’ could be added later (though some 

changes could be destructive naturally, e.g. removing weeks if there are cubes based on week, or screen views 

based on week). 

The exception to automatic maintenance of time structures are custom time settings. E.g. all retailers seem to 

have their own retail week setups, these have to be maintained manually, which usually means via data readers. 

This is how the relationships appear for the set up shown above: 
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Typically a ‘retail week’ structure would appear as another branch leading off from the ‘Day’ entity and would be 

set up and maintained by the developer. 
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User Interface 

Introduction 
The user interface for the Windows, browser and mobile clients all use the same paradigm based on an object 

model.  

1. A top level ‘container’ – an OS file known as a ‘Capsule’. This has a file extension of .cpsx  (This is actually a 

zip file containing a number of binary and XML files). 

1.1. Each capsule contains 1 or more of the following : 

1.1.1. Screen – each screen contains 1 or more objects broadly divided into 3 classes: 

1.1.1.1. Data aware objects 

1.1.1.2. Cosmetic objects 

1.1.1.3. Container objects 

1.1.2. Mask – each screen contains 1 or more objects of the following classes only: 

1.1.2.1. Cosmetic objects 

1.1.2.2. Container objects 

1.1.3. Procedure 

A capsule can be run by any of the different clients types, however the needs of mobile devices means that a 

capsule designed specifically for Windows may not work as well on the mobile client being run on a phone or 

tablet. 

The following sections will provide further details and examples of capsule objects and design. The examples will 

all be presented using the Windows client version. 

The conceptual model behind BOARD Capsules is very similar to that behind the Express Analyzer & Express Objects 

applications from the mid 90’s. The ‘Capsule’ concept is analogous to the Express ‘Briefing Book’ concept. In both 

cases the top level container contained screens that themselves contained a mixture of data aware and cosmetic 

objects. 

The User Experience 
Before looking at some details of how capsules are built it is worth understanding how the end user experiences 

and interacts with a capsule and the screens and objects within it. The following screenshot is taken from a capsule 

developed for training purposes to encapsulate many BOARD features in a few screens. 

The various ‘red-dashed’ boxes with highlighted text are not part of the screen, they indicate common objects used 

on many screens, these will be described in a sections, though most are self-explanatory. 

The following provides brief descriptions of these objects from the end-users perspective. 

Menu 
The menu object allows the user to navigate between screens, and sometimes between capsules (though this is 

usually transparent to the user). The contents of the menu are described later. 

Selector 
A Selector object allows the user to make selections of one or more entity values from a specific entity. In this 

screenshot one value of the Year entity is selected, 2014. In Express terms the Selector is analogous to a ‘limit’ 

statement. 

Pager 
The Pager object allows the user to view ‘Pages’ of data. This is not the same as making a selection that limits the 

scope of data available. A Pager works within the scope set by a Selection. In this particular example the Pager 
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controls the Store entity. It is currently not set to a specific value so the screen shows all the values of the ‘Store’ 

entity currently selected (this could be all stores or a subset, the screen does not make this clear). 

 

Dataview 
As is clear from the screenshot, the Dataview is a tabular report object. This particular example shows some 

standard alerts, calculated columns and an ‘action button’ at the right that leads to further details. 

Chart 
The Chart object is a standard graph component that allows a variety of different chart types to be defined. 

Label 
The Label object is a highly flexible object that is generally used for cosmetic purposes, for example the pink and 

blue backgrounds to the Dataview and Chart objects respectively, are formatted labels. The highlighted label also 

demonstrates that Labels can be used to display dynamic information, in this case the current Capsule and Screen 

names. Other typical examples of dynamic information are current user name, login time etc.. 

Drill Anywhere 
BOARD does not refer to ‘drill down’ but ‘drill anywhere’. This reflects the fact that a drill action is not necessarily 

drilling down within one hierarchy but may jump across entities, or drill in an unpredicted fashion as required by 

the user. This was alluded to in the earlier section on Relationships. The following screenshot shows the ‘drill icon’ 

as it appears on the dataview above: (In this example we are going to drill on the Product Category ‘Polo’ as it 

seems to be the worst performing). 

Menu Object 

Selector Page control 

Dataview Chart    

Label 
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When the user clicks on this icon one of 2 actions will occur: 

New Drill Down 

If the user has not drilled on the dataview before then they will see this dialog box: 

 

This allows the user to select which entity they want to drill to next. The following screenshot shows the result of 

selecting to drill by ‘Attribute 04 – Sales Cost Centre’: 
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This is a separate Window opened in BOARD containing the breakdown by ‘Attribute 04 – Sales Cost Centre’ for the 

‘Attribute 02 – Product Classification’ member ‘Polo’. 

Note that the ‘drill icon’ is displayed next to the row values, this means that the user can drill further into the 

information. Again the ‘Drill Down Configuration’ dialog will display if the user has not drilled from this entity, 

‘Attribute 04 – Sales Cost Centre’, before. 

The user can keep drilling until they reach the base level entities. Even then they may be able to continue. Looking 

at the ‘Drill Down Configuration’ dialog above, there is a tab labelled ‘Drill Through’. If the cube data is derived 

from a SQL source, it may be possible to drill into the SQL data from which the BOARD data was derived. This 

requires appropriate ‘Drill Through’ protocols to be built by the database developer. 

Another feature that is not obvious is that it is possible to define a different ‘layout’ for the dataview when drilling 

to different levels of details. This allows the user to see information that is appropriate to the level of detail being 

displayed. 

Repeat Drill Down 

In the above example the drill was performed on the ‘Polo’ value of the ‘Product Classification’ entity. If another 

drill is performed another member, BOARD remembers that the next level of detail should be ‘Sales Cost Centre’. 

However the user has the option to change this if required. 

Other Dataview features 
This screenshot shows other standard dataview features available to the end-user. These appear in a ‘pop-out’ 

ribbon at the top left of a dataview: 
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From left to right; the first 2 icons are self-explanatory, print and export to Excel, the ‘shopping trolley’ icon is the 

‘cart’ and the final icon allows the user to change the layout of the dataview. The concept of the ‘Cart’ will be 

explained below. 

The Cart and Pinboards 
BOARD has a unique feature that allows an end-user to gather together their own selection of dataviews and charts 

from various screens in a ‘cart’. These objects can be gathered from more than one capsule, and they may be 

interrogating data from different databases. Once in the ‘cart’ the objects can be placed on the user’s personal 

‘Pinboard’. A Pinboard can be opened independently from a capsule, and a user can create multiple Pinboards. 

This screenshot shows 3 objects collected in a Cart called ‘Joules_BI_Suite_Training’.  

 

At the bottom left is a menu item headed ‘My PinBoards’. Clicking on this shows the Pinboards that I have created: 
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Selecting ‘Demo Pinboard’ opens a Pinboard created earlier: 

 

Note that the objects on this Pinboard are fully functional just the same as the object on the original screens. Here 

is the same drill screen shown above, this time initiated by drilling on the ‘Polo’ member of the top left dataview: 

 

 

Capsules, Screens & Masks – an overview 
As described in the introduction to this section, a Capsule may contain 1 or more screens. When the user is 

interacting with the Capsule, one or more of these screens can be open and they are displayed as tabs along top of 

the screen: 
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Capsules have a range of properties shown here: 

 

Some of these are self-explanatory, a full explanation of these is beyond the scope of this document. 

Similarly all screens have a set of properties: 
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Note at the bottom of the list of screen properties is a drop down box enabling a ‘Mask’ to be assigned to a screen. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section on the User Interface, a Mask cannot contain ‘data aware’ objects, 

and here we can see its purpose, to provide a background template for the screen. Below is a screenshot of the 

Mask referred to in the above example: 
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Looking back at the first screenshot of a BOARD screen it can be seen that the mask contains the Menu object and 

the label displaying Capsule & Screen names. Applying this mask to every screen enables common objects, such as 

a navigation menu, to be applied consistently across the application. A Capsule can contain more than one Mask, 

sometimes one mask is not appropriate for all screens. 

 

Capsule Development – Basic screen information 
As shown in many screenshots in this document, BOARD employs a ribbon interface for all aspects of database and 

Capsule development. 

This screenshot shows the ribbon used for Capsule development: 

 

The items in the ‘Main’ section of the Ribbon have been described (except the ‘Connect’ button, this simply 

connects to a server instance of BOARD). The ‘Range’ button will described later. Developing Capsule screens is 

mostly a case of using objects from the ‘Toolbox’ section of the Ribbon. The most important of these will described 

in the following sections. 

A new screen looks like this before any objects have been added: 

 

Not very interesting…… 

Objects from the Toolbox are added either by double clicking on them or by dragging from the Toolbox onto the 

screen. Here is a new empty Dataview added to the screen: 
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Clicking on the Dataview will display the Dataview tab above the Ribbon; clicking this displays the Dataview Ribbon 

from which it can be configured: 

 

It is beyond the scope of this document to detail all these options. The following sub-sections all control cosmetic 

aspects and are reasonably self-explanatory; Font, Background, Border, Graphic Options, Dimensions. 

The single most important button is that labelled ‘Layout Configuration’. This allows the developer to configure 

what data is to appear in the Dataview and how it is laid out. The ‘Layout Configurator’ is common across all data 

aware objects so will be described in some detail. There are minor differences depending on the object to which 

the layout is being applied. All data aware objects have properties that are unique to their class and these are 

reflected in the Layout Configurator. For example only Dataviews have a concept of sparklines that can be 

displayed next to rows of data, therefore options to configure these are only visible in the Layout Configurator for a 

Dataview. 

Capsule Development – The Layout Configurator 
This is a screenshot of the Layout (in future the term Layout will be used as a short cut for Layout Configurator). 
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The easiest way to see how this works is to look at the Layout for this Dataview show in an earlier screenshot: 

 

This is the Layout: 
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The Layout for this Dataview is straightforward and consists entirely of blocks of data, it can be seen that there is 

no ‘Across’ split of data, e.g. there are no repeating columns, for example ‘by month’. 

Note that there are 5 tabs shown here (BQuery is not normally shown). Some of these will be examined in more 

detail below. 

Looking a little closer at the above we can see the following: 

 

Of the 7 blocks defined, only 2 are ‘Cubes’, i.e. are pointing at stored cubes in the database. The remaining blocks 

are functions or Algorithm. In Express terms, the Cube blocks are displaying data from a stored variable, the 

Ranking blocks are displaying functions applied to a cube or entity e.g. a statrank() function, finally an Algorithm is 

an inter-block calculation. 

The following will describe each block in a little more detail 

Block a 
This is the ‘Block Configuration’ for Block a: (accessed by double click on the block in the Layout) 
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There are a number of things to note here; there are 5 tabs in this dialog box. Some of these will be seen below, 

but not all as the contents of them can be inferred from their names e.g. Format and Alert. 

Block a is a simple reference to the cube called ‘[Retail] Net Revenue [Inc VAT]’. However the name show in the 

resulting dataview is simply ‘TY’, because a ‘Block Heading’ has been assigned. This is equivalent to the following 

in Express: 

Rpr hdn ‘TY’ RetNetRev_IncVAT 

Note other configuration options on this tab include the number of decimal places to be display, a divisor (e.g. 

divide by 1000 to display values in ‘k’), whether to hide the block (very useful for intermediate calculations) and 

finally whether to enable data entry on a cube.  

The option to ‘Enable Data Entry’ is very powerful as it enables one or more blocks in a dataview to be opened for 

data entry. This applies to ALL Dataviews and is one of BOARDs most powerful, and dangerous, features. Naturally 

there are security options available to prevent data entry where it is undesirable. 

Block b 
This is the ‘Block Configuration’ for Block b: 
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Block b uses a built in BOARD ranking function called ‘Vertical %’. Ranking functions are applied to the closest 

‘Data’ block to its left, in this case to Block a. This function displays each value as a % of the total of the block 

being used for calculation. In Express terms this would be the equivalent of this calculation: 

Rpr down ProdClass hdn ‘% Share’ RetNetRev_IncVAT/T otal(RetNetRev_IncVAT) 

The available Ranking functions are: 

 

These will not be described in detail. 

Block c 
This is the ‘Block Configuration’ for Block c: 
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Superficially this looks the same as Block a but with a different heading. However when we look at the ‘Functions’ 

tab we can see an important difference: 
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Although this tab wasn’t show above for Block a, the difference is the check box labelled ‘Previous Year’. For Block 

a this is blank, for Block c it is ticked. Because this cube is based on the standard time structure BOARD 

understands what the ‘Previous Year’ tick means. This applies whatever slice of data is being displayed. Looking 

back at the original screenshot, one year (2014) is selected on the screen, therefore BOARD knows that ‘Previous 

Year’ means 2013. This is the equivalent to this in Express 

Rpr hdn ‘PY’ lag(RetNetRev_IncVAT, 1, year) 

Time functions 

BOARD also has a number of standard time functions, in the above screenshot the function chosen is ‘Value’. The 

other options are shown here: 

 

Most of these are self-explanatory. One item that may seem strange is the ‘Previous Year Value’ which appears to 

duplicate the ‘Previous Year’ check box. However a quick example shows how they work together: 

Consider this setting: 

 

This would show the ‘Yearly Cumulated Value’ (YTD) for the period currently displayed on screen. For example if 

the period currently displayed on screen was March 2014, this would be the Yearly Cumulated Value up to March 

2014. 

 

This would show the ‘Yearly Cumulated Value’ (YTD) for the Previous Year value for period currently displayed on 

screen. Continuing the example above, this would be the Yearly Cumulated Value up to March 2013. 

This allows TY/LY comparative calculations to be created very quickly and easily. 
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If custom time entities are being used then these functions will not work as BOARD cannot be expected to 

understand the structure of time relationships that may be unique to a particular customer and application. 

However these can be accommodated using these 2 fields from this tab: 

 

For example if a custom month entity is being used that has 13 time periods then this setting would provide a 

‘Previous Year’ value for a given month: 

 

If the same entity was being used and a Yearly Cumulated Value was required then this setting would provide the 

necessary calculation: 

 

The ‘Cycle’ value is set to 13. This tells BOARD to use 13 custom time period to calculate the correct ‘Yearly 

Cumulative’ value, and to reset to 0 after each cycle. 

Using these features allows most custom time structures to be accommodated without losing the speed, flexibility 

and power of the standard BOARD Time functions. 

Block d 
The ‘Block Configuration’ for Block d is the same as for Block b, except that the ‘Ranking Function’ is applied to 

Block c, being the nearest ‘Cube’ block to its left in the layout. 

Block e 
This is the ‘Block Configuration’ for Block e: 
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This is a simple calculation that subtracts Block d from Block b. Note that the syntax is similar to Excel without the 

requirement to specify row references. If a heading is not specified then the formula is displayed as the Dataview 

column heading, in this example the heading has been changed to ‘ ‘  (a space character). Note that this block has 

the ‘Hide this block’ check box enabled to suppress the display of this block. 

Block f 
This is the ‘Block Configuration’ for Block f: 
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Here the syntax is more complex, including an if() function. Again this is syntactically the same as Excel minus row 

references. Note that Block f is not hidden. 

The use of Excel style syntax makes the creation of algorithms straightforward for any user of Excel. However 

BOARD only supports a limited subset of Excel functions. Most importantly the logic operators, if(), and() and or(). 

Note the field labelled ‘Summary Algorithm’. This is used to determine how BOARD should handle the total row at 

the bottom of an algorithm block, assuming totals are being displayed. In this example it is set to ‘Total’. This 

means that BOARD calculates the algorithm for each row then sums the results (calculate then sum). As the nature 

of this particular calculation is to calculate values that are a percentage of the total, then the total of these values 

will be 100, therefore the setting is left as ‘Total’. However consider these blocks and the calculation of Block c: (a 

typical variance calculation) 

• a = Sales TY 

• b = Sales LY 

• c = (a-b)/a% 

The ‘Summary Algorithm’ for Block c would be set to ‘Calculated’. This means that BOARD calculates the row Total 

value for Block c from the Total row values in Blocks a & b. (sum then calculate). 

Block g 
The ‘Block Configuration’ for Block g is more complex and is not covered here. It is configured to perform an action 

when the cell in a particular row is clicked. This allows for sophisticated actions to be taken when a user click on a 

dataview cell. 

Layout Axes 
This screenshot shows the Layout Axes tab: 
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The 2 important fields are those headed ‘By Row:’ and ‘By Column:’. These show what entities have been assigned 

as the row and column axes of a Dataview. In this example we have ‘Attribute 02 – Product Classification’ as a Row 

entity, and no entity defined for the columns. In Express terms the ‘By Row:’ is equivalent to the down 

dimension keyword in a ‘Report’ command. The ‘By Column’ is equivalent to the across dimension : 

<expressions> keyword in a ‘Report’ command. The important point to note is that the ‘By Column:’ setting is 

equivalent to the across  keyword placed before all Express expressions. BOARD also has the equivalent to an 

Express across  keyword placed before, and applied to one expression of several. For example: 

Consider the following Express commands: 

Rpr across month : <Actual Budget> 

And 

Rpr Actual across month : <Budget> 

The first reports both Actual and Budget data by month, for all months currently 

selected. The second produces a single total for the Actual data for the months 

currently selected followed by Budget data by month. 

BOARD can replicate the same kind of report layout. 

For both the ‘By Row:’ and ‘By Column’ settings it is possible to place multiple entities in the field. In the case of 

the ‘By Row:’ setting this produces the classic ‘drill-down’ display as shown here: 

 

Which produces this layout: 
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Alternatively this arrangement in the Axes tab: 

 

Produces this output: 

 

Recall that in the Database section of this document it was stated that using BOARD any hierarchical arrangement 

can be made at runtime. This is shown in the above screenshots, to emphasise the point here are some more: 
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Producing this: 

 

 

Or this….. 

 

Which produces this output: 
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This makes BOARD extremely powerful and flexible for end users and developers. End users can create groupings as 

they are required, meanwhile developers don’t have to create pre-built embedded member hierarchies for all 

possible combinations that a user may want to view. 

Finally and also on the Axes tab you can also find common settings such as ‘Show All’ (turns of 0 row suppression) 

and ‘Down Totals’, displays sub-totals and grand totals. 

 

Layout Filters 
Layout filters are used to determine a pre-defined sort on the Row axes and to filter the Row entity values based 

on the data. 

The Dataview being used for these examples has the following settings on the ‘Filters’ tab: 
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The row values are sorted in descending order based on Block a (TY Sales). 

Note that there are other options for the Sort settings, Ascending/Descending sort and ‘Top n’ values. The Sort 

criterion is simply set by dragging a Block definition from the list at the left. 

2 Filters can be applied to the row values, again based on the data in the various available blocks. The Filter 

criteria are simply set by dragging Block definitions from the list at the left to Filter A and optionally Filter B. 

Min/Max values can then be specified. 

Block Alerts 
Looking at the ‘TY’ and ‘Growth’ columns (Blocks a & f), it is clear that ‘Alerts’ have been set on these columns. 

This is the definition of the Block a Alert: 
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The list at the left defines different alert styles. Block a is using ‘Circles’. The panel on the right shows information 

about the Alert thresholds; the number of thresholds, the colour associated with each threshold and the values that 

trigger each colour. 

In this example there are only 2 colours being used. Red is specified for values >= 0, and Green for values <= 0. 

Because 0 is included in both criteria, 0 will be treated as the middle colour, which happens to be ‘transparent’, 

i.e. no alert colour will be shown. 

Finally note that the driver for evaluating the criteria is not Block a, which would be the default. In fact Block e is 

used to set the colour. Block e is the algorithm calculating the variance between TY % Share and PY % Share. This is 

alerting the user to Product Classifications whose % Share of overall sales is declining. For example Sweatshirts and 

Dresses are the 2nd and 3rd top selling Classifications, however their % Share is declining. 

This is the definition of the Block f Alert: 

  

This alert is set up using the ‘Blocks’ style. This displays the data in the cell together with the appropriate colour 

as the background. 

Although it is not possible to see in this screenshot there are 5 threshold colours defined, with 4 criteria. For this 

alert the criteria are evaluated against the data in this block, not another block. 

Note, these Alerts are using fixed values. It is very easy to create dynamic thresholds by creating a hidden 

algorithm block that evaluates data in other blocks and returns simple integer values. For example: 

• Block a = Cube : ‘Sales’ : Alert set to use Block c. Threshold values of 0 & 1 with appropriate colours 

• Block b = Cube : ‘Criteria’ – Hidden but configurable elsewhere in a ‘data entry enabled’ dataview 

• Block c = Algorithm : Hidden : if(a>b,1,0) 
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Other Clients 
As mentioned earlier in this document there are other client platforms that are able to use a Capsule built for the 

Windows client. This document will not cover the Mobile client, however it is worth describing the standard 

‘Browser’ client briefly. 

The Browser client requires the use of Silverlight. When BOARD took the decision to rewrite BOARD using the 

MS .Net development stack this looked like a good idea. However some elements of that original plan from MS are 

now obsolete and have left BOARD lagging in some areas. One of these is Silverlight. As MS have effectively 

abandoned their attempts to force feed Silverlight on a reluctant global user community, it has become a dead-

end, although it provides an effective platform for BOARD. A couple of screenshots are provided below for 

comparison with their Windows counterparts. Most BOARD Windows functionality can be found in the browser 

version making for a very rich user experience. 

Strategically BOARD are now developing a replacement browser client based in HTML5 standards, This is expected 

to start shipping during 2015 with development ongoing for a couple of years to replicate all the existing Windows 

and browser functionality. 

Another example of the problem of being tied to MS is printing. Again at the time BOARD was developed MS were 

trying to displace the PDF format with their own XPS format. Predictably this also failed. However the .Net 

development support is poor for PDF, but good for XPS. This means that BOARD can export to XPS very effectively, 

but has to use 3rd party add-ins to convert to PDF, this is a sub-optimal solution. 

The final problem is that Mobile development has concentrated on Windows 8 tablets, again because of the historic 

tie to MS technologies, and Apple iPads. At present there is no viable Android mobile solution, meanwhile nobody is 

buying the Windows tablet version…… 

Conclusion 
The BOARD User Interface is a user friendly yet sophisticated and powerful. The above examples only scratch the 

surface of its possibilities. 

Like Express, the more you use it the more you find it is capable of. Also it is surprising how many Express database 

techniques work very well in BOARD, e.g. Time Parameter cubes are extremely useful for creating dynamic time 

based selections, just as in Express. 

The following screenshots show some more examples of the possibilities available when building screens. These are 

all taken from a training database and capsule developed for the UK Fashion Retailer, Joules. 
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And in the browser: 
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Browser version: 
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